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Warning about FAKE COBRA® safety buckles
If this newsle er is not displayed correctly, please click here.

SAFETY WARNING!
NEW TYPE OF FAKE COBRA® SAFETY BUCKLES IN CIRCULATION

Dear Customers,

We have recently been informed that, for the first me, a counterfeit COBRA® buckle is in
circula on with all the original markings such as AUSTRIALPIN company logo, serial number,
European mark of conformity and all other COBRA® product characteris cs. 

This counterfeit is difficult to dis nguish from the original COBRA® buckle. However, it can break
even under low stress and thus represents an immense safety risk. 

Please make sure that you purchase your COBRA® buckles from a trustworthy dealer. Only this
dealer can confirm the authen city and guarantee that it is an original product.

Counterfeit COBRA® buckles in no way meet the strict quality standards of AUSTRIALPIN.
 

QUALITY MADE IN AUSTRIA

In addi on to legal and official requirements, AUSTRIALPIN also has strict internal quality standards.
COBRA® buckles are con nuously subjected to mul -stage quality controls as well as tests in our
in-house laboratory. They are put through their paces by experts under the most adverse condi ons.
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We constantly invest in research and further development of our products and in state-of-the-art
manufacturing equipment. That's why customers around the world in a wide range of industries rely
on COBRA® buckles from AUSTRIALPIN.
 
If you have any further ques ons, please do not hesitate to contact us at nopiracy@austrialpin.at.
 
Best regards,
your AUSTRIALPIN team

The protec on of your data is of great importance to us. Thus, it goes without saying that the personal data you provide us with is not
supplied to any third party. You can at any me make use of your right to correct (update) the data, obtain informa on regarding the data
or delete the data. Simply send us an e-mail with your specific request to datenschutz@austrialpin.at. 

In what context, to what extent and for which purposes we and our business associates process the data obtained from you, can be found
in our Data Protec on Declara on. 

If you want to unsubscribe from this newsle er, please send uns an e-mail. 

with best regards 
your AUSTRIALPIN team
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